Assemble pieces and jig
The first step is to assemble your larger parts (side/bottom panels, stringers, a seat tops) by epoxy
gluing the pieces together with butt blocks. The butt blocks are pre-cut and included in the kit. It is very
important that you take care to glue these parts straight and symmetrical! For example, the top of the
stringers must be flat. You can use a chalk line on the floor or draw long strait lines across both sides of
the parts.

When gluing the butt blocks,
the first step is to prime the parts with a coat of epoxy (not thickened). Priming these small areas should
take approximately 3 oz of epoxy.

Mix a small batch of epoxy to which you will add wood flour until your mixture it the consistency of
mayonnaise.

Apply this epoxy/wood flour glue to the parts evenly, a notched spreader makes this easy.

Use weighs to hold the butt blocks down. Do not squeeze out the epoxy with excessive weight! Epoxy
is gap filling. Squeezing out the glue will weaken the joint. A few epoxy bottles is plenty of weight,
around 20 lbs
Assemble the strongback. The strongback is the wood grid used to support the molds. For the FS12,
and most other small boats, a pair of 2x4's is sufficient. The plans show the dimensions and the location
of each mold/frame. At this point in construction we use the word "molds" - later these same parts
become the frames of the boat. This is not always the case, in some boats there are many more molds
than frames and not always in the same place! Using the frames as molds is one way we make our
boats easy to build and less expensive.

The stringer cuts must line up with the strongbacks: outside of stringer notches match inside face of
strongbacks.
(NOTE: Pay close attention to how mold spacings are measured! Depending on the hull shape,
measurements may be to the front or rear face of a mold, see the plans. If you fail to take this into
account, over several molds, the mistake adds up and will cause problems later when stitching together
your bottom and side panels)
If you construct your strong back as we describe, the outside of the stringer notches will align with the
inside face of the strongback 2x4'.

Secure the molds to short vertical pieces of 2x4's (mold supports). The mold supports must be perfectly
aligned (square with the strongback and mold).

Check with a carpenters square that the molds are plumb and square before screwing the mold supports
to the strongback

Use a long straight edge to make sure the last few molds are level. The aft part of the bottom of a
planing boat must be straight lenghtwise.
Note: despite what the picture shows, the clamping board should be on the transom at this point.
Insert stringers into the slots. Stringers should be straight and extend from the transom to the front face
of the first mold.
Bow mold: The bow mold may be made of disposable plywood or particle board..
The bow mold's purpose is twofold. The most obvious is to line up all the the panels with the
centerline. Be sure the mold is centered and plumb. The second purpose is to shape the side panels.
Pulling the side panel down into the correct position causes the side panels to open up amidships,

giving the side panels the correct volume and curve. Failure to use the bow mold may result in a
"droopy bow" which is s slight drop in the sheer line towards the tip of the bow. In addition to the bad
sheer line, your casting deck may not fit properly.

Stitching the hull

Position your bottom panels on the jig. Use only a few dry wall screws To hold the panels in position
on the molds.
Stitching tips. When installing the hull panels on the molds, give priority to fairness. Let the plywood
take it's shape naturally. Your panels should be fair and symmetrical (no flat spots or dimples).
Here are a few tricks we have found to getting the hull shaped perfectly in little time:
Use as few drywall screws as possible (near the keel and transom is the only place we used them)

Use small nails or dowels as spacers to keep the correct gap and angle between panels.
Do not over tighten or tighten all of one side first, rather start with all the stitches loose and work your
way forward.
For the FS12 (and all other planing hulls) the last few feet of the hull are flat, no hook or hog.
See your building notes for pictures of hook and hog.
Its easy to fix the shape now by re-stitching. Fixing it later will require filling and sanding.

Use only the number of stitches you need to get the fair shape. We used more than necessary on this
FS12. Stitches will be more tightly spaced as you make your way to the bow.

Pre-coat the spots between stitches with epoxy. "Tack Weld" the panels with thickened epoxy. This
mixture epoxy/wood flour should be more thick than what you made for glue (lets say "peanut butter").

Use a plastic bag with the corner cut off to dispense a nice even bead of the fillet mix into the gap
between panels. When the tack welds have cured, remove stitches and fill the gaps with more epoxy
putty.

With all the epoxy putty cured (or at least hard) use a plane, sure form, or sandpaper to round the edges.
In this picture you can see the starboard side and keel have been rounded off, the port side seam and
bow have not.

Fiberglass outside of hull
The next step is to tape the seams with the Biaxial tape and sheath the entire bottom with the 9 oz wide
woven cloth. We highly recommend doing this all in one session using the "wet on wet" method.

Begin by cutting all your tape pieces to length - lay them out all dry before mixing any epoxy.
Lay the wide cloth over the boat, make slits which will allow excess glass to fold flat. You may need
additional slits towards the bow to allow the cloth to lay flat and conform around corners.
Remove the dry cloth and tape. Prime the outside of the hull with epoxy. The purpose of the prime coat
is to allow the wood to absorb some epoxy. If we did not prime, the wood may wick some epoxy from
the fiberglass leaving the laminate starved of resin.

30 minutes later (or when ever the epoxy has become tacky) is the right time to lay your tape onto the
seams. Wet out the tape with epoxy

Where multiple layers of biaxial tape overlap (bow and transom), wet out one at layer at a time.

Glassing the bottom with wide cloth is the next step. Your laminate will be cleaner, stronger, and use
less epoxy if you wet out the wide cloth while the taped seams are not yet hard. Any excess epoxy from
the tape joints will wet out the wide cloth.

Use a spreader to move epoxy over the cloth until it is wet out. While pot life is limited, once the resin
is spread on the hull, it will stay workable for quite a long time. Do not over work the epoxy, lightly
spread it around, while it wets out the cloth. One the cloth has become transparent, use the spreader to
move excess epoxy to dry cloth.

By working wet on wet, your tape and glass job will look similar to this

An optional step that help to save on fairing time is to cover the wet glass with plastic sheeting. Use a
spreader over the plastic to squeeze out most of the air bubbles to the edge.
Glassing the outside is complete, next is fairing and priming.

Fairing and priming the outside of the hull

After the bottom laminations have cured, use a fairing board and grinder/sander to knock down the
obvious ridges and hard edges of glass

Mix up a loose fairing slurry made from blended filler and MarinEpoxy. This fairing slurry needs to be
thick enough that it will not sag. If you are have purchased the System Three Silvertip kit, you would
use QuickFair, and there is no guess work. Using a plastic spreader to drag the slurry or Quick Fair
over the edges of the glass layers. (TIP: a long 20"+ dry wall type spreader is VERY NICE)

When the slurry has cured, use the fairing board again. The fairing sheets are 60 grit. At this stage we
are shaping more than smoothing/fairing. Use the long board starting at a 45 degree angle from the
keel, then 90 degrees from that then lengthwise.

You will see we are putting the rub rail on at this time. The rub rail is glued to the hull with the same
epoxy glue mixture as used for the butt blocks. If you have the Silvertip kit, use Gelmagic or EZ fillet.
(TIP:when gluing the multiple layers of rub rail, use the longer pieces towards the bow where the most
bending occurs and spread your seams evenly - this will help eliminate flat spots or kinks in the rail. )

After the initial fairing, some pits and low spots will remain. Mix a thicker fairing paste and spot fill
those areas. On this boat we moved to Quick Fair at this stage (it's the lighter color fairing compound
you see in the below picture). Quick Fair is much better than any fairing putty you can mix yourself.

Again, we use the long board to shape. Now we are ready for some primer (although the fairing is not
complete). We use System Three high build epoxy primer. Much of the first primer application will be
sanded off. The primer fills in small scratches and pin holes. These pictures shows the hull with about 1
quart of primer.
For a "work boat" level of finish, just sand the primer with 220 grit paper and paint. For a better finish,
follow the next few steps. on our FS12 we finished the outside to a "yacht" standard, but we left the
inside "work boat" style.

Apply a guide coat to primed hull, (lightly spray the hull with a quick dry primer or pattern maker dye,
just a very slight mist is all that is required).

When the guide coat is dry, sand the hull with the fairing board. Low spots will stand out as areas
where guide coat has gone untouched by the fairing board. In the high spots, you will sand through
guide coat and primer all the way down to the darker base of fairing. It is now very easy to distinguish
high and low spots as these pictures demonstrate. Finish removing guide coat with a machine sander
and 120 grit paper - but do not remove any more primer than is necessary to get rid of guide coat. In
addition to providing a contrast to see highs/lows, the guide coat also helps to keep you from sanding
off too much primer!

Fill the large and deep low spots with more Quick Fair, the next application of high build primer will
fill most of what remains. Now roll on more primer. Do not worry about sanding it, we will save that
until we are ready for paint.

Building the inside

Flip the boat over.

Lift the strongback and molds/stringers out of the hull. DO NOT DISASSEMBLE YET!

Glass the inside (taped seams and wide cloth). Proceed the same way than on the outside. Prime the
plywood with epoxy. Give it at least 20 minutes to soak in before glassing. Remember to cut the tape
and cloth to fit before pre-coating.

We highly recommended working wet-on-wet just like the outside of the hull, but this time we will
make fillets instead of rounding the seams. After pre-coating, make fillets. Fillets are made from
epoxy/wood flour (or the EZ Fillet mix in the Silvertip kit). Use the same plastic bag trick to lay a bead
of putty into the panel seams.
Drag a fillet tool down the seam keeping even pressure and a steady angle.

The fillet tool can be anything that produces the correct radius of approximately 1/2": a piece of PVC
pipe, a large tongue depressor, a plastic spoon.
Start at the beginning of the seam and move continuously to the end. Go back and remove the excess
fillet putty, use this excess putty for the next seam. Let your fillets become firm (usually an hour or
less) before placing the dry (pre-cut) biaxial tape into the seams. Do not press the tape in firm or else
risk deforming you perfect fillets! (TIP: Use a 2" chip brush to lightly press the tape into the fillet) The
tape will now mesh right into the uncured fillet, no air bubbles!

You will need to make small fillets around the butt blocks, or sand/bevel the edges so that the glass can
conform without trapping air. While the tape is still wet, apply the wide cloth. Let all the inside glass
cure. Grind down the rough spots and uneven edges if any.
To install stringers, drop the jig/strongback into the hull. With inside fillets and glass now in place, the
corners of the molds will no longer fit perfectly. Use a jig saw, or sander to remove the corners of the
frames and stringers so that they fit snug.
Use a marker to locate the outline of all the frames. Now you have all the frames and stringers located
in their correct position with having to measure and set plumb/square! That is why we left the jig
completely assembled.
(NOTE: Before glassing in frames/stringers you should cut limber holes for drainage. It is easier to do
at this point than to wait until everything is glassed in place.)

With the jig still in the boat, mix a small batch of fillet material and "tack weld" the stringers in place.
A few dabs of the epoxy putty every foot will hold the stingers to the hull in the correct location so the
notches in the frames will fit perfectly. Make your tack welds the same shape as your fillets

Let tack welds cure, remove jig, leaving the stringers in hull.

Finish the fillet along each side of the stringer, then use biaxial tape to weld stringers to hull. Again,
pre-cut the glass and we highly recommend to work "wet-on-wet".

This is a very nice fillet example:

Press tape into "green" fillet with chip brush. Fillet should be firm enough that it does not deform.
Normally this would be after 30 minutes.

Wet out tape with epoxy and let cure.

With frames still attached, put strong back into boat again and tack weld the frames into location with
epoxy putty.

When tack welds are hard, unscrew the supports and remove the strongback. Follow same procedure as

with stringers to glass in the frames.

Now is an easy time to prime the inside of the seat and under the front/rear casting decks

Buoyancy foam: If you are going to make your FS12 unsinkable, now is the time to fill the rear
compartment and perhaps a portion of the middle seat. The boat by itself will float, the foam is there to
keep all you gear and motor from going down. For our boat, we used a block of cheap foam to damn
off an area for neat appearance. Note the small half piece of PVC pipe on the bottom of the hull – this
will connect the cockpit to the transom drain plug.
To fill the front compartment with foam, turn the hull on it's nose (bow), transom up and pour foam.
Glue down casting decks and middle seat. Seats and casting deck rest on cleats which may be either
doubled up scraps of 3/8" plywood strips or 1x1 fir trim strips purchased locally. Epoxy glue the cleats
all around the inside of the compartments, including the sides of the boat. Epoxy coat the cleats as you
do all wood parts. The glue mix should be a little thicker for "bedding" down the seats. Use the bag
technique to put a bead of glue all around the cleats (its better to use too much than too little, clean up
is easy at this point) Use only enough weight to hold the seats in place while the epoxy glue cures.

We now fair the inside of the boat with Quick Fair.
The inside of the boat will be finished to "work boat" standards, so only a couple of fairing sessions
will be needed.

Fair in edges/tops of seat and casting decks

Final fishing
Prime the inside of the boat with high build epoxy primer. The inside of our boat is painted with
System Three LPU topcoat (Whidbey White). The tops of the seats and the casting deck have non-skid
finish.

Now we flip the boat over and give the outside more attention. For a work boat finish, simply sand the
primer and paint. For a yacht quality finish, we use Sterling topcoat. For all painting, we use the roll
and tip method of application. Click here for our detailed roll and tip tutorial.

Glue on skeg. It is valid to do glue the skeg earlier in the build. We view the skeg as sacrificial.

Paint bottom with epoxy/graphite. The bottoms of most of our small boats (some larger ones also) are
finished with several coats of epoxy resin with graphite power mixed in. This makes for a very hard,

durable, and waterproof coating.
Be sure to tape off your nice paint job before epoxy/graphite coating the bottom :). We mix in about
25% to 30% graphite to mixed epoxy. For a 6 oz batch of epoxy, add 2 oz. graphite for a total of 8 oz of
product. It is crucial that you use epoxy compatible roller covers! Roll on 3 thin coats for the final
finish. (NOTE: All three coats should be applied the same day. You do not want to sand
epoxy/graphite, its hard and extremely messy).

We finished our FS12 with a boot stripe of the same S3 paint from the interior. A stainless steal bow
eye and a couple cleats and she is ready for the river...

